Identify the logical fallacies in the following statements and explain your choice of fallacy in a sentence or two. You are looking for post hoc fallacy, false analogy, hasty generalization, either/or, begging the question, name calling, polarization, bandwagon appeals, straw man, and non sequitur.

1. Anyone who questions Israel's policies towards the Palestinians must hate Jews.

2. The human race will become extinct on a polluted Earth if we don’t find a way to colonize other planets.

3. The Japanese are like ants: constantly working, meekly obedient to authority, and utterly lacking in individual personality.

4. The USC Gamecock football team has tremendous support from students and alumni and fills up Williams-Brice Stadium every Saturday they play there; therefore, the Gamecocks will win their first SEC Championship this year.

5. Professor Smith will fail anyone for the course who cheats on a test. Joe failed Professor Smith's course, so he must have cheated on a test.

6. Helmets are not necessary for motorcyclists. Two of my friends had motorcycle accidents and neither of them suffered a head injury.

7. Those reporters sending bad news from Afghanistan are just a bunch of politically-biased hacks serving the interests of the liberal media.

8. I would do better in my English class if we didn't have all those boring writing assignments.

9. I ate a candy bar before my last math test and I made an A. I'm going to eat a candy bar before every math test from now on and keep on making A’s.

10. Demanding full equality between the sexes is absurd; full sexual equality would require that we no longer have separate restrooms for men and women.